WAKE ME UP WITH A KISS
Chicklit

Clara Álbori
What would happen if what you have dreamed about since you
were a child comes true when you least expect it?

Synopsis
Nerea, an insecure woman who doesn’t trust men. Hugo, a womanizer who has never been in
love. Three real mischief-makers friends and two great matchmakers in their fifties. What are
you waiting for to find out more about them?
Since Nerea was a child, her father told her the same tale: one day when she grew up someone would wake her up with a kiss of love, as if she were Sleeping Beauty herself. But these
things happen when one least expects it.
Nerea has been unlucky in love. Her lifelong boyfriend turned out to be a liar, which makes
her distrust all men. Therefore, to forget, she decides to travel with her friends to Gandía at
the Villa Magic Hotel, whose manager is her own father and where she has spent the summer
since she was a child.
For three months, they can enjoy the beach, the summer and their friendship. And perhaps,
a new love.
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Clara Álbori was born on June 22, on a warm day, in Logroño. Since she
was a child she liked the tales and stories she read in books, but it was
when she was thirteen that she found out that her passion was romance
literature. She started to read teen romance books and she gradually
discovered other subgenres within it. But her eagerness for writing appeared one day when she entered a story competition and won. With this
competition she realized that she had several stories flowing in her head,
and she confirmed this the day she put pen to paper and began this novel of which she is proud. She studies Teacher Training for Infant Education
at the University of La Rioja.
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Sales pitch

Standard ISBN...............978-84-15747-604

- Nerea, the novel’s protagonist, is a modern “Sleeping Beauty” who expects a true love’s kiss
from her Prince Charming, as in the classic work of Perrault and The Brothers Grimm. Wake
Me Up With a Kiss is a romantic story full with humor and freshness, set in a hotel on the
Spanish coast.

ISBN ebook....................978-84-15747-628
ISBN POD .......................978-84-15747-611

- An ensemble novel that fulfills all the requirements of the genre: love, wit, freshness, complicity between the characters as well as complex themes with a more social significance:
drug addiction and terminal illnesses.
- The novel has a flowing style with very fluent reading. The author has used an omniscient
narrator in third person, thus she ensures that the reader has a thorough knowledge of all the
characters and he or she can choose which one he or she feels more identified with.
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Related books

- Clara Álbori, very well-known in the blogosphere, is the breakout author who will become
a great hope for the genre, since she is a writer capable of creating the characters’ psycho
logy skillfully and reproducing to perfection comic, dramatic or deeply romantic situations,
without compromising the narrative, flowing style and rhythm.
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- This novel is in line with other similar works of the chick lit genre such as the novels of
Olivia Ardey, Elisabet Benavent or Blue Jeans, with the difference that in Wake Me Up With
a Kiss the main characters are closer to reality: they are not stereotypes of a young girl and
rich man; the environment in which the novel is set is ordinary, it is not an idyllic and unreal
setting but a hotel in the coast of Gandía.

